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ABSTRACT

Winkler maintains that combining graphic notation and
standard, common-practice notation is the most efficient
way to create real-time scores. For example, his work
KOMA (1995-96), for string quartet and interactive live
electronics, features a score that changes in real-time according to decisions the leader of the quartet makes at the
moment of performing. The score combines different
types of notation, such as common-practice notation to
indicate pitch; graphic notation to indicate glissandi; and
text to indicate microtonal changes in cents [2, pp. 2-3].
Seth Shafer continues Winkler's approach with Terraformation (2016-17), for viola and computer. Its real-time score combines a five-line staff for common-practice notation; tablature for fingering positions; and color
gradients for bow position and left-hand finger pressure
[3, p. 4]. By applying physiological models of performance actions, Shafer designed a score that facilitates the
“cognitive translation from graphic representation to bodily action” [3, p. 3]. The algorithm that drives the score
takes into account these physical action models when selecting what musical material to present at a given moment. This action-based procedure guarantees to produce
idiomatic material that is easy to sight-read, yet still allows for wide sonic variety and depth [3, p. 6]. However,
while Shafer intends to balance the cognitive strain on the
performer, the score interpretation process appears to be
time-consuming and unintuitive. In his paper about Terraformation, Shafer relays violist Mike Capone's experience interpreting the piece. This process involves several
stages, from gathering information from the different
parts of the score to executing the performance actions
[4].
On the other hand, graphic notation by itself could
provide sufficient information to the performer, especially when used to indicate simple actions. Ryan Ross
Smith, for example, developed an idiosyncratic graphic
action-notation language which employs radial motion to
specify points of attack (and sometimes sustain) in time.
Albeit its apparent simplicity, this notational approach allows for complex rhythmical procedures, from hocket to
polytemporality. Smith also applies ideas of imitation for
action notation. For example, the scores of his works
Study no. 15b (2013), for cello or upright bass, and Study
no. 15b.1 (2013), for violin or viola, show the fingerboard of the instrument, with circles that indicate where
to press the strings [5, 6].
Particularly interesting to this paper is Smith's Study
no. 50 (2015), for a percussion ensemble, in which each

The paper describes the concepts and compositional
process of my recent real-time graphic score work Arcos,
for cello and augmented violin bow. The work's graphic
notation is generated directly from gesture data of various
bowing techniques. A Myo armband was used to record
cello bowing data, and the augmented bow's own position
tracking module was used to record its motion data. After
processing the data, gestures were visualized on the
screen, as a form of real-time graphic notation based on
imitation. This notational approach—a low-level symbolic representation of gestures—allows for an immediate,
intuitive interpretation on the spot, and provides an instantaneous connection between notation and action. My
work also offers a distinct perspective on notation for
electronic instruments in the context of real-time action-based scores.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Real-Time Action-Based Notation
One approach to digital scores with notation that is “created or transformed during an actual musical performance” [1, p.1], i.e. real-time scores, focuses on representation of performance actions. This so-called action-based notation, albeit not restricted to real-time
scores, helps to facilitate sight-reading and to provide the
performer with easily available information for interpretation on the spot. These are crucial features for the practice of real-time scores. Gerhard Winkler, a real-time notation pioneer, writes:
Different parts of the score have to be reduced to a
number of elements, which can be learned and 'trained' in
advance, and which can be seized with 'one glance'
immediately during a performance. On the other hand the
used signs have to be precisely [sic.] enough to avoid that
the musicians shift into 'improvisation' [2, p. 2].

Furthermore, he emphasizes the importance of creating
an environment in which performers and computers can
communicate and influence one another in a “complex,
non-linear way”, [2, p. 1].
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performer plays on seven wooden planks. The real-time
score shows attack cursors that travel along arcs between
seven nodes. One node is assigned to each plank, and the
attack cursor indicates when to play which plank. The
score is projected downwards from above the ensemble,
so that the nodes are positioned directly over the planks.
Projecting the score in such fashion “creates a direct correspondence between the notation and the instrument” [7,
p. 6]. The performers, then, can interpret the score instantaneously by imitating the motion they see. It is, however,
a one-way communication between computer and performers. The algorithm that drives Study no. 50 generates
the notation in real-time automatically and randomly,
without any external influences nor an overall compositional structure, as Smith strives for an infinite “consistently-inconsistent flow of events” [7, p. 6].
I set forth to design an intuitive graphic notation environment by recreating actions on the screen, directly from
gesture data, that the performers can imitate. This approach allows to extend the amount of information the
performers receive, while maintaining a simple, easy to
sight-read notation. It provides an instantaneous connection between notation and action through a low-level
symbolic representation of gestures. In addition, performer's actions influence the score in real-time, and every action may produce different outcomes, consequently
forming a non-linear interaction between performer and
computer. This interaction is further enhanced by composing for an electronic instrument. Doing so, however,
necessitates special attention in designing this real-time
action-based score.

to provide the most convincing sense of authenticity in
live electronic performance, such interfaces must take
into account vital gestural elements that affect the sound,
such as pressure, speed, and position [12].
My composition is written for an acoustic instrument,
cello, and a hybrid instrument, which combines a violin
bow with a digital sound processing component. For lack
of a better term, I refer to this instrument as an augmented violin bow. Composing a real-time action-based score
for such an electronic instrument raises challenges not
only regarding morphology in electronic music performance, but also regarding expressing electronic instrument's morphology in notation. The gesture data approach to graphic action-based notation presented in this
paper offers one possible way to address these challenges.

2. COMPOSING ARCOS
2.1. Background
Arcos was composed during my residency at Phonos
Foundation in 2019. The idea for a real-time score that is
based on gesture data formed after premiering my piece
(bcn)621 (2018), for cello, percussion, and laptop, which
is unified by bowing actions. All of the performers in this
piece are using bows, playing similar and related gestures. For the laptop part, it meant creating a fitting interface for performing that will provide the same performance abilities and relationship between action and
sound as the cello and the percussion do. Thus, I built an
augmented violin bow, guided by notions of sound morphology in electronic music performance. Naturally, in
this context of an action-based composition for an ensemble, these notions have an even greater significance. Section 2.3, about instrumentation, elaborates more about the
augmented violin bow.
The composition of (bcn)621 uses isorhythm techniques, applied to actions within blocks of time, in order
to shape a perceivable structure through timed sections of
actions. The parts consist of a fixed series of gestures,
each within a defined time frame. The series repeats itself
in the same order but in different durations. Changes in
the overall duration of the sequence affect the durations
of the individual time frames proportionally. For example, the cello sequence begins with playing tremolo, then
resting, then scraping the bow along the strings. The total
duration of the first instance of the sequence is 45 seconds, with playing tremolo for 4 seconds, resting for 3
seconds, and scraping for 6 seconds. When the sequence
repeats for the third time, its overall duration is 90 seconds. Then, the same gestures take 8 seconds, 6 seconds,
and 12 seconds respectively.
Although (bcn)621 was successful in terms of achieving the compositional and conceptual goals it aimed for,
there were practical issues that complicated rehearsing
and performing the piece. I believe that the gesture-based
real-time score of Arcos offers a solution for these issues.
The main problem was maintaining the accurate times
of the sections. The temporal units are measured in seconds, indicated by a tempo mark of 60 beats per minute.
The interface of the digital instrument shows a timer,

1.2. Gesture and Morphology
Action-based scores for acoustic instruments rely on the
inherited, physical interrelation between gesture and
sound. The composer who notates actions presupposes
that the physical properties of a gesture affect the sound
directly. An example for this link between gesture and
sound would be a guitarist who wants to produce a loud,
bright sound, that encompasses a wide frequency range.
To do that, the guitarist would forcibly strum all the
strings in one motion, close to the bridge, with the fingernails or with a plectrum. On the contrary, to produce a
soft, warm, low frequency sound, the guitarist would
pluck the lowest string gently with the inner part of
thumb, close to the fingerboard. Thus, as Garth Paine
notes, the “physical gesture determines the amplitude,
pitch, and timbre of each [sound] event” [8, p. 1]. Trevor
Wishart, in his seminal book On Sonic Art, coins the term
sound morphology to describe this link between action
and sound objects, the “gestural structure” of sound, and
how this interrelationship manifests in time [9].
Live electronic performance poses a unique problem
in regards to morphology, as the “traditional links with
physical sound-making are frequently ruptured” [10, p.
1]. Kim Cascone even characterizes live laptop performances as sound created in a non-existent place, with a
fake sense of authenticity [11]. A solution to this issue
lies within gestural sound control and embodied interaction with sound, using what is generally referred to as
new interfaces for musical expression (NIME). However,
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cues count, and automatic on-screen instructions. The cello and percussion performers, however, had to constantly
count beats in order to make sure they execute actions in
the exact times and for the right durations. This need for
endless counting was very stressful for the performers,
and diverted their attention away from performing the
piece as an ensemble in a musically sensible way. To relieve the performers, I made a visual click track, a Max
patch, that shows beats and bar numbers 1. While this
patch helps immensely, and allows for a smooth performance, it brings additional technical requirements that
could be cumbersome, such as mounting an auxiliary
screen. In addition, monitoring the digital instrument is
done visually, which presents too much visual information at once, and can be confusing during a live performance. A real-time score, then, would significantly reduce the strain on performers, as well as it would keep
technical requirements to the essential minimum. It
would alleviate practical difficulties, while still supporting and developing the concepts explored in (bcn)621.

Generating the graphic notation directly from gesture data
brings the work closer to what Juraj Kojs sees as the
“pure action-based scores”, which provide immediate,
easy access to music, and “utilize images that suggest
clear instructions at first sight and [that] need no further
explanation” [13, p. 67]. One reservation, however, regarding the configuration of my real-time score, is that
the algorithm selects which gesture to display from a
closed set of given actions. This type of real-time score is
referred to as live permutated, or real-time permutative
score [14, 15]. Since only the order is indeterminate, but
the material itself is known, the performance does not entail pure sight-reading. In a sense, however, this resonates
Winkler's notion of real-time notation that can still be
learned in advance.
An isorhythmic structure is applied in Arcos as well,
with large sections, divided into blocks of time, that repeat in augmentation or diminution. When the sections
repeat, the change in overall duration alters the durations
of the internal units proportionally. The ratios in this case
derive from data analysis of gestures, but simplified. And,
as I have mentioned above, the order of the actions is not
fixed, unlike the sequences of (bcn)621.
Since actions are no longer organized in a set order,
units of rest, or inaction, have a greater importance for
the perception of the structure. As these units of inaction
are the only fixed segments within each section, they become the key element for comprehending the structure,
functioning as markers of form.
In addition, the visual information contributes to the
sensation of time as an indicator of structure. Seeing how
long a gesture appears on the screen, as opposed to only
hearing a sound being played, may help with grasping the
blocks of time of which the sections consist, and the temporal relationships between them. The combination of
visual and auditory information possibly allows for perceiving more complex temporal relationships. The algorithm itself facilitates the use of unconventional ratios
that are hard to implement on a paper score. On the other
hand, to make these relationships perceivable, they cannot be too complex. Hence, I decided to simplify the ratios I derived from the gesture data.

2.2. Key Concepts
Same as with (bcn)621, the broad concepts of Arcos are
unity by bowing gestures, and structure through blocks of
time. The current work also presents the central concept
of creating a more natural, intuitive performance environment through a low-level symbolic representation of gestures. This idea, which came as a response to the pitfalls
o f (bcn)621, is manifested in generating the real-time
graphic notation directly from gesture data.
Basing the whole notation on gesture data brings the
gestures even more into the forefront of the work, further
emphasizing the idea of actions as a means of unifying
the composition. As with any real-time score, sight-reading becomes the prominent way of performing. The gesture data driven notation presented here offers a more immediate, intuitive approach to sight-reading.
My basic assumption is that imitation is a rudimentary
form of communication, which elicits instantaneous, instinctive response. Since the graphic notation is generated
directly from gesture data, the performers can imitate
what they see naturally, executing performance actions
intuitively and idiomatically. They can perform in a way
that is already ingrained in the performance practice of
their instrument, without the intervention and interpretation of high-level symbolic notation. By contrast, the
score of (bcn)621 combines common-practice notation,
action-based graphic symbols, and text instructions.
While this notational approach is effective in explaining
on paper which gesture to play and for how long, the
process of learning the score—the symbols and their
meaning—and interpreting it, is time consuming and requires intense conscious effort.
The real-time aspect of Arcos also contributes to this
concept of intuitive performance by eliminating the need
for counting temporal units, and even for thinking about
time all together. It lets the performers focus exclusively
on performing.
1

2.3. Instrumentation
The piece is written for cello and augmented violin bow.
Since the work focuses on bowing gestures, the cello part
is made exclusively for the right hand, playing with a
bow. The sole left hand instruction is to stop all the
strings lightly—so they are neither fully pressed nor completely muffled—to produce sound which could be described as “hollow” or “airy”. The cellist, however, could
do that by placing a rubber band over the top part of the
neck of the cello, thus, not using the left hand at all. The
cello may be substituted by a double bass. In any case,
the acoustic instrument should occupy the lower range of
frequencies, in order to complement the augmented bow,
which produces higher frequencies.
The augmented violin bow consists of a tangible part
(a violin bow) and a digital part (a Max patch). As mentioned above, the purpose of the augmented bow is to afford a physically engaging electronic performance, fo-

A standard click track was not a viable option, due to the need for
indicating bar numbers.
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cused on bowing gestures. I wanted to express the bowing idea not only in terms of movement, but also in terms
of sound. Therefore, the performance is done with the
bow, and its own sound is amplified and processed. The
bow's motion and position data is mapped to the sound
processing units (figure 1).
The construction of the bow is fairly simple: I mounted a contact microphone on the bow frog, and an LED
diode on the bow stick. The contact microphone amplifies
the bow's vibrations, i.e. the sound of the bow itself, and
the LED is used for tracking the position of the bow,
based on the Jitter jit.findbound method2. The Jitter algorithm follows the LED light as a point in space, and outputs two-dimensional coordinate positions of this point.
Since the input is from a webcam, it is crucial to find the
right position in the performance space, and to make sure
no other light interferes with the LED light input. The
amplified sound of the bow is processed in real-time, according to movement detection, brightness level, and position tracking data of the LED light. The audio signal
processing includes a flanger effect and a spectral pitch
shift effect. The augmented bow, then, is both the sound
generator and the gestural sound controller, making it a
standalone instrument with clear morphology.

by capturing videos of the augmented bow position tracking, as it appears on the Max patch Jitter window.
Cellist Leo Morello lent a hand, quite literally, with
the cello gesture data acquisition. In a long rehearsal session, Morello performed various bowing actions, while
wearing a Myo armband on his right hand. The actions
included normal bowing, scraping the bow along the
strings, circular bowing, ricochet, arpeggiation, applying
different amounts of bow pressure, and bowing on different parts of the instrument. The Myo output of each gesture was saved onto a separate text file. Each file, then,
contains accelerometer, gyroscope, quaternion, and EMG
data of specific gestures4. It is important to note that the
Myo device was used only for recording data, and it is
not meant to be used during the actual live performance.
In order to make the cello data available for visualization—recreating the gestures on the screen with a virtual
bow—the next step was to calculate the tilt angle, angular
velocity, and angle of rotation around the imaginary center from the accelerometer, gyroscope, and quaternion
values5. A complementary filter was applied in order to
integrate accelerometer and gyroscope values. With the
final angles calculated, it was possible to map three-axis
values to the position of the virtual bow, with X and Y
mapped to the two-dimensional position of the bow on
the screen, and Z to the size of the bow (giving the impression of moving towards and away from the viewer).
To indicate pressure on the bow, EMG values were extracted from separate text files containing data of different degrees of pressure (heavy, medium, light, and gradual change). Figure 2 demonstrates the clear difference in
EMG values between light pressure on the bow and
heavy pressure on the bow.
The computer decides which gesture to show, and in
the relevant cases, what amount of bow pressure to assign
to it. Every gesture is represented with a number of files
(between two to four), to account for variations within the
action, such as intensity or placement of the bow. Each
gesture, then, can be shown in a variety of ways and bow
pressure levels. For the piece, I chose to use six gestures:
normal bowing (side to side motion), circular bowing,
scraping along the strings, arpeggiation/tremolo, tapping
with the bow (hit once), and ricochet (hit and let the bow
bounce).
The process of acquiring and using the augmented
bow data was much simpler. Since a Jitter window shows
the LED light mounted on the bow as a point in space,
videos of each action were recorded directly from the
Max patch (figure 3). Following each video, I programmed animations that illustrate the movements of this
point in space, that is the motion of the bow. While the
cello part of the score shows actions as they are, the augmented bow part of the score shows actions as they appear in the Max patch to the performer monitoring the
bow's movements. When the computer decides which
augmented bow gesture to show, the relevant animation is
created in real-time. The animation of each gesture incor-

Figure 1. Augmented bow diagram. X axis position is
mapped to pitch shift and flanger delay gain, Y axis
position is mapped to flanger modulation rate, and
distance from the center is mapped to flanger delay
time. Movement activates the audio output, and
brightness controls the volume.
2.4. Data Acquisition, Processing, and Mapping
Clearly, a vital step in creating a score based on gesture
data is to obtain the data and make it usable. Collecting
motion data from the two instruments was done by registering Myo armband3 data of cello bowing gestures, and
2
3

Jitter Tutorial 25: Tracking the Position of a Color in a Movie,
https://docs.cycling74.com/max6/dynamic/c74_docs.html#jittercha
pter25
A Myo armband is a wearable inertial measurement unit (IMU) device, built with eight medical-grade sensors. It provides motion, rotation, and orientation estimation of the device in space, via a threeaxis gyroscope, a three-axis accelerometer, and a three-axis magnetometer, as well as muscle electrical activity via electromyography
(EMG) [16].

4
5
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Registering the Myo data was done in Max, using the Myo for Max
externals by Jules Francoise:
https://github.com/JulesFrancoise/myo-for-max
Quaternion values were transformed into Euler angles with the
jit.quat2euler Jitter object.
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